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By Timofey Zhalnin’s own reckoning, the idea that would 
eventually blossom into his 2018 feature debut Coupled 
came to him back in 2011, when he was still a film student 
in St Petersburg. One can track that clarity of intent and 
purpose through his burgeoning career all the way up to 
the finished product. In 2013, Zhalnin won the Short Film 
award at Kinotavr with F5, the story of aspiring dancers 
faltering in the face of professional pressure; in this carefully 
constructed pas de deux, which wrings tension from the 
director’s ability to draw out the subtle shifts in dynamics 
between its leads, we can see discern a kind of trial run for 
his work five years later on Coupled. In that interim, Zhalnin 
made more shorts, worked in advertising, and took on 
editing jobs for other directors. But his sense of the feature 
film that he would make if given the chance clearly never 
diminished, and the result is a debut of unusual precision 
and power. 

Anton Momot and Tatyana Polosina play Andrei and 
Nadya, a young couple who embark on an expedition into 
the Sayan mountain range – in the depths of the Siberian 
taiga – at dangerous cross purposes. Nadya is hoping to 
cure her infertility by visiting a remote lake said to have 
healing powers; Andrei plans to use their isolation to tell 
his wife that he wants a divorce. Perhaps predictably, 
nature intervenes to ruin both sets of best-laid plans, when 
heavy rain cuts off their route back to civilisation. Thrown 
suddenly into a do-or-die fight for survival, Andrei and 
Nadya are finally forced to confront their individual and 
collective failings. A series of judiciously timed flashbacks 
reveal the roots of their dysfunction and broaden the film’s 
thematic range: we learn that Andrei is a Siberian native 
now employed by his father-in-law (Andrei Shchepochkin), 
a domineering oligarch at the head of a mining company 
responsible for ecological devastation in the area. The 
struggles of both husband and wife to escape from the 
clutches of this sinister patriarch add a further strand of 
narrative tension to the unfolding action. 

Zhalnin makes full use of that old cinematic trope, familiar 

from westerns and all manner of adventure stories over the 
years, that uses stunning natural backdrops to stage and 
amplify human emotion. There is a domestic tradition to 
call on here, perhaps unsurprisingly given Russia’s vast and 
often hostile vistas. At points, the cinematography of Anna 
Rozhetskaya recalls Mikhail Kalatozov’s 1959 classic Letter 
Never Sent, about the travails of a group of Soviet geologists 
lost in the taiga. Zhalnin has described the logistical 
nightmare of shooting on a low budget in this environment: 
how the shooting group was stranded for a month at a time 
in the wilderness, “like an expedition on a space shuttle” as 
he puts it in one interview, where psychological pressures 
can reach breaking point. In this sense, at least, the resulting 
art reflected the circumstances of its own production. The 
foibles and insecurities of Nadya and Andrei are mercilessly 
exposed by the sheer uncaring grandeur of the forests and 
mountains through which they move; old habits of behaviour 
are revealed to be hollow in the face of existential crisis. As 
the scholar Lilya Nemchenko puts it in her review of the film: 
“strangely enough, only nature, self-sufficient and ruthless 
to human weaknesses and falseness, periodically returns 
everyone to the real affects of fear, horror, and empathy.”

The result is a deceptively complex film built out of a simple 
premise and a minimum of principal characters. Zhalnin 
himself has responded to questions about the film’s genre 
by describing it as consisting of three elements: “drama, 
adventure, and parable. And maybe even a thriller as well… 
This film is relatively commercial on a surface level, but 
we have tried to use this model to speak about serious 
issues: about the crisis of the patriarchal family model, 
about conformism as a method of achieving success, 
about ecological problems.” In its final moments, Coupled 
does indeed descend into a kind of predictable action-
movie climax. But it justifies this late excess by the careful 
consideration it has paid to its characters and its themes 
in the preceding ninety minutes. Zhalnin has earned his 
plaudits, and the chance to explore his filmmaking capacities 
further.
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